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1. Abstract
1.1. Objectives
Encryption is a vital component of data privacy and security. A great deal of private
information is transmitted online — including financial information and medical records — and
it's crucial to keep that information safe. We evaluated different methods of encryption and
identified the most suitable for Machine learning applications: Homomorphic Encryption. Using
this method, we can encrypt either a model or data.

1.2. Summary of the problem
The biggest problem is the limited number of operations you can perform on encrypted data
and slow performance. We evaluated different frameworks and presented Linear and Logistic
Regression for classification and regression using encrypted data. We achieved the same
evaluation metrics as we had on the benchmark model. Additionally, we demonstrated how to
apply encrypted data (images) in Convolutional Neural Networks.

1.3. Solution
Currently, it is possible to implement simple Machine learning algorithms using Homomorphic
Encryption, but we need to consider that we can perform only simple operations, and it takes
more time to train and invoke the model. We listed all the pros and cons of the given methods,
detailed explanation, and steps. This white paper can be used as a guide for the initial
implementation of Machine learning algorithms using Homomorphic Encryption.
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2. Description of the problem you are solving
2.1. Problem overview
Data is becoming more and more valuable nowadays. Additionally, expertise and opportunities
for retrieving different types of personal data are evolving extremely fast. Unauthorized,
careless or ignorant processing of data can cause great harm to persons and to companies.
There are different types of encryption, but our goal is to test if it is possible to implement
Machine Learning solutions using only encrypted data, so in the event of an attempted attack
anywhere in the data location, the attacker would not be able to access sensitive data.
1.

We overview different types of encryption and identify different goals and cases when
and how we need to encrypt data, based on the goals we will identify the most suitable
solution for our project.

2.

We evaluate how these solutions can be beneficial for the business and we also need to
consider its limitations.

3.

We are interested to apply Machine Learning solutions over encrypted data, so we will
do a practical use case using Machine Learning on encrypted data.

2.2. Data encryption and Homomorphic encryption
In this paper, we focused on the core algorithms that can be used for model, data or distributed
encryption. In the following figure, you can see main characteristics of the techniques and
their functionality.

Figure 1 Comparison of algorithms used for encryption.

There are different methods that can be used for data or model encryption, but currently one
of the most interesting techniques is Homomorphic encryption. It can be used for not only for
data but also for model encryption. Also, this is one of the strongest methods for data security.
The homomorphic system is a type of encryption that uses a public key to encrypt data and
allows only the individual with the matching private key to access its unencrypted data. The
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biggest difference from other types of encryption is that it uses an algebraic system to perform
a variety of operations on encrypted data [1].
For homomorphic encryption of our data only addition and/or multiplication operations are
allowed. Using polynomial approaches, operations such as comparison, division and Booleans
can be achieved. Increasing the number of operations to be performed on encrypted data also
increases time and error. The following table summarizes the types of Homomorphic Encryption
as well as their complexity, types, and number of operations.

Figure 2 Comparison of different types of homomorphic encryption.

The following figure shows the main benefits and limitations of using HE at present:

Figure 3 Benefit and limitations of HE

2.3 Proof of Concept
After an exhaustive analysis of the different types of encryption, it was decided to develop
different use cases using Homomorphic Encryption.
For this purpose, a study of the available libraries is carried out to obtain their level of maturity
and a comparison of results. The following table shows the selected libraries and their main
characteristics:
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Figure 4 Main libraries and features for homomorphic encryption.

The BFV scheme allows modular arithmetic to be performed on encrypted integers [3]. The
CKKS scheme allows additions and multiplications on encrypted real or complex numbers
but yields only approximate results [4].
With the libraries mentioned in the previous table, two different scenarios are proposed, one
focused on tabular data and the other one on images.

2.3.1 Scenario 1 (tabular data)
In the first scenario, use is made of the Paillier1 and Phyfel2 libraries. For this scenario we work
with public datasets listed in the following section. We will test a Logistic Regression [5] for a
binary classification and a Linear Regression [6] where we will evaluate the time consumed and
accuracy/error rates for the following cases:
• Training and predicting in a not encrypted data environment.
• Training and predicting in an encrypted data environment.
• Predicting in an encrypted model environment.
The accuracy/error rates for each of the cases will be based on the error metrics commonly
used for these cases and which are detailed in the results section.

2.3.2 Scenario 2 (image data)
In the second scenario, we work with the SEAL3 library and develop a Deep Learning model,
specifically a Convolutional Neural Network [7]. For the evaluation of the problem, we work
with a classical dataset such as MNIST [8]. As in the previous scenario, we want to evaluate the
hit/error rate and the time consumed for the following cases:
• Training and predicting in a not encrypted data environment.
• Training and predicting in an encrypted data environment.
The accuracy/error rates for each of the cases will be based on the error metrics commonly
used for these cases and which are detailed in the results section.
1

https://github.com/data61/python-paillier
https://github.com/ibarrond/Pyfhel
3
https://github.com/microsoft/SEAL
2
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3. Implementation of the solution
3.1 Data used
This section describes the data sets used to implement the different use cases. All of them are
commonly used in the academic environment.
For the logistic regression problems (binary classification) the datasets Diabetes [9], Credit
Card Fraud Detection [10] have been used. For linear regression problems Pima Indians Diabetes
Database [11], Air Quality [12] have been used. Finally, the MNIST dataset has been used to
solve the multiclass image classification use case.
In the following table, the main characteristics for each of the mentioned datasets are shown:

Logistic Regression
Binary Classification
Dataset

Num rows

Num columns

Diabetes

768

8

Credit Card Fraud Detection

248.807

29

Linear Regression
Regression method
Dataset

Num rows

Num columns

Pima Indians Diabetes Database

442

14

Air Quality

9.358

14

Convolutional Neural Network
Multi-Class Classification
Dataset

Num images

Pixel size

MNIST

60.000

28x28
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3.2 Paillier implementations and results (Scenario 1)
The Paillier cryptosystem, invented by Pascal Paillier in 1999, is a partial homomorphic
encryption scheme which allows one of these two types of computation:
• Addition of two ciphertexts
• Multiplication of a ciphertext by a plaintext number
Theoretical/mathematical details about the algorithm as well as the main points of the library
are attached in Appendix 1.
For this first use case with the Pailler library that implements Partial Homomorphic Encryption,
we work with the datasets for logistic regression and linear regression. This library does not
allow the training of models with encrypted data (because we can’t apply to the same
encrypted data additions and multiplications), but the model must be trained first and then
encrypted. The objective is to calculate the performance for the unencrypted and encrypted
model, as well as the time the model takes to make a prediction. The following image shows a
high level of the scheme followed for the implementation:

Figure 5 Scheme of HE implemented scenario

In this case, encrypting the model means encrypt the intercept and the weigths for the
logistic or linear regression model trained with the data.
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It is important to mention that the data sets have been split into 80% for training and 20% for
validation of results. The results obtained are shown in the following table:

As we can be seen in the table above, for both logistic regression and linear regression
problems, exactly the same results are obtained in terms of error (precision, recall and MSE).
On the other hand, the time it takes to make a prediction is considerably worse. For the first
dataset, we can make 66% fewer predictions with the encrypted model than with the
unencrypted model. For the rest of the datasets, we obtain almost 100% less predictions per
hour with the encrypted model. The time difference between the first dataset and the rest is
due to the fact that the first dataset has fewer columns and therefore fewer encryption
operations have to be performed.

3.2.1 Conclusions
A series of conclusions drawn from this solution are listed below:
• For both the logistic model and the linear model, the results of the predictions with the
encrypted model and with the sklearn4 model are the same.
• Very difficult to optimize times with the encrypted model.
• It is important to adjust the encryption scenario creation parameters well so that the
results are as expected.
• Prediction times in the encrypted model are much higher than in the sklearn model.

3.3 Pyfhel implementations and results (Scenario 1).
With Pyfhel, a use case like the previous one has been developed but using Fully Homomorphic
Encryption. It is important to understand the FHE parameters to create a valid scenario for the
particular data. In the same way, it is important to note that using smaller keys, sizes would
not be cryptographically safe. As follows is explained the most important parameters that
intervene in the FHE scenario. Theoretical/mathematical details about the algorithm as well
as the main points of the library are attached in Appendix 2.

4https://scikit-learn.org/stable
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For this use case, it has been possible to train the models with encrypted. However, different
assumptions had to be made in the logistic regression and linear regression formulas because
FHE only allows operations such as addition or multiplication. The following table shows all the
changes that have been made in both models in order to perform the training.

Linear Regression

Logistic Regression

• Traditional model such as statsmodels5.
and/or sklearn solutions cannot be used
with encrypted data.

• Traditional Machine Learning Solutions
(such as sklearn) are not suitable for
encrypted data.

• It is not possible to use traditional array
libraries (for instance numpy6.) on the
encrypted data, it is necessary to apply
all transformations using only addition
and multiplication.

• It is necessary to rewrite and adapt
Machine
Learning algorithms for
encrypted data, since now there are also
only limited number of operations
available it might be time consuming
and, in some cases, not possible. For
encrypted data it is not possible to apply
the exponential function. The sigmoid
function must be approximated to a
polynomial function.

• For encrypted data it is not possible to
divide two encrypted objects or do the
reverse. In this way, it is necessary to
define parameters that must be taken
into account as input variables to the
algorithm.

With the training of the model with encrypted data, a new metric to evaluate, training time,
is added. The error and the number of predictions per hour are also evaluated depending on
whether the model is encrypted or not. The following table shows the results regarding training
time and error metrics for each model:

5https://www.statsmodels.org/stable/index.html
6https://numpy.org
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The following table shows the results regarding the number of predictions per hour depending
on the model:

As can be seen in the first table, the results obtained for the logistic regression are not the
best when compared to those of the unencrypted model. On the other hand, for the linear
regression model, the results with the encrypted model are slightly better than those of the
unencrypted model. Finally, the training times also increase considerably when working with
encrypted data. The number of predictions per hour for the encrypted models decreases
considerably with respect to the non-encrypted models, which is one of the main disadvantages
for implementing these models in production.

3.3.1 Conclusions
A series of conclusions drawn from this solution are listed below:
• Both in the logistic solution and in the linear regression, it is necessary to implement
approaches from scratch to train the model (explained in the Appendix 2).
• The results are no longer exact between the two solutions, especially it can be seen in the
logistic regression since an exponential curve is approached to a polynomial.
• Very difficult to optimize the code to improve execution times.
• Big difference execution times between training with encrypted and unencrypted data.

3.4 SEAL implementations and results (Scenario 2)
For the development of this scenario, CryptoNets [13] is used, which is a module based on the
SEAL project (details can be found in Appendix 3). CryptoNets is a demonstration of the use of
neural networks over image data encrypted with Homomorphic Encryption. This project
demonstrates the use of Homomorphic Encryption for outsourcing neural-network predictions.
The scenario in mind is a provider that would like to provide Prediction as a Service (PaaS) but
the data for which predictions are needed may be private. The provider can make predictions
using a pre-trained Neural-Network while the data (images) remains encrypted throughout the
process and finally send the prediction to the user who can decrypt the results. This project
uses the dataset MNIST of handwritten digits in black and white. It is a subset of a larger set
available from MNIST.
To carry out the scenario, a Convolutional network has been developed. In order to perform
all operations, different approaches are implemented with polynomials due to the limitation
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of operations with addition or multiplication (details can be found in Appendix 4). The following
image shows the simple architecture used to train the model:

Figure 6 CNN architecture

As in the previous cases, different metrics have been taken into account for the evaluation of
the problem. The following table shows the metrics that evaluate the accuracy of the model
with the unencrypted and encrypted model and the training time for both cases:

Finally, the inference time is also evaluated, comparing the number of predictions per hour
that can be performed with the unencrypted and encrypted model:

As can be seen in the results, the accuracy achieved is good for both models, not getting worse
when working with the encrypted model. There’s a significant difference when you take a look
into prediction time. Microsoft demonstrated with CryptoNets on the MNIST optical character
recognition tasks that it could achieve 99% accuracy and make more than 59000 predictions
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per hour on a single PC (single Intel Xeon E5-1620 CPU running at 3.5GHz, with 16GB of RAM,
running the Windows 10 operating system). Therefore, they allow high throughput, accurate,
and private predictions. When we looked at the prediction time on a non-encrypted neural
network though, we found that the 10000 predictions had been done in around 0.42 seconds
and when we calculated it per hour we found that we could potentially do around 55 million
predictions per hour in a non-encrypted neural network. So, although the training time could
be comparable, we find in prediction time where the true time difference between fully
homomorphic encrypted neural networks and non-encrypted neural-networks.

3.4.1 Conclusions
• It is possible to apply homomorphic encryption on images and train classification model
using Convolutional Neural Networks, the architecture of the network is pre-defined and
it is not possible to change it.
• We were able to achieve higher accuracy of the model, but at the same time it takes
much longer to train and predict using the model.
• It is possible to apply this model for basic image classification purposes.

4. Conclusions
In this paper we evaluated homomorphic encryption frameworks, during theoretical and
practical comparison we reached the following conclusion:
• Homomorphic Encryption is promising field of encryption it helps not only secure
sensitive data, but also fully homomorphic encryption schemes are resilient against
quantum comprehension.
• Currently, many companies are trying to develop homomorphic encryption solutions and
various frameworks. However, mathematically it is still possible to perform only limited
number of operations (sum/multiplications). We are limited by the small number of
operations to develop sophisticated models. However, the field is developing rapidly,
so it is possible that soon the number of possible operations will be expanded.
• We are interested in applying homomorphic encryption in Machine Learning
applications, we implemented solutions for Linear and Logistic Regression using
regression and classification cases, we had to overcome several limitations (division)
and change the functions using simple available operations. Despite these limitations
we were able to achieve the same accuracy as in benchmark models. The execution
time in encrypted models is still quite slow and it might be problematic in case of large
datasets.
• It is possible to apply simple image classification using homomorphic encryption, this
method allows applying encrypted data on top of the existing CNN model. This solution
is appropriate for a simple network and it is not possible significantly change the
architecture.
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We can make the following conclusions regarding the development of the homomorphic
encryption:
General Data Protection
• It is possible to use homomorphic encryption and store the data in cloud, in this case
we can ensure that in case of data leakage the sensitive information will be secured.
• One of the biggest advantages that can be very important in the future is that we can
protect the data against quantum comprehension.
Machine Learning
• Homomorphic encryption allows secure the model.
• Currently, there is no available solutions that allows applying Machine Learning
algorithms on encrypted data, it is necessary to implement the algorithms taking into
consideration available operations of different schemas and complexity of algorithms.
• It is also possible to apply image classification algorithms on encrypted data using
established neural network; currently, the solution supports simple network
architecture and relatively small datasets.
• The training time and model invocation time is higher for encrypted data and model.

5. Potential impact of the solution.
• Secure sensitive data (financial transactions, medical records, and so on). Organizations
would not lose essential information in case of data leakage.
• Homomorphic encryption could play a key role in our ability to share data for research
purposes that we are rightly wary of sharing today. Sensitive health and personal data
could be made available to researchers for analysis in a highly secure way, rather than
decrypting and then attempting to anonymize the data.
• Secure Data Sharing. If we develop more Machine Learning algorithms that can be
performed on encrypted data, we can make more organizations use and share their data
for predictions and optimization (education, banking, medicine), so we can overcome
the limitation of different data sets that we are currently facing.
• Empower our customers with new AI based services while protecting their privacy and
data.
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6. Appendix
Appendix 1. Paillier: Mathematical basics
The Paillier cryptosystem, invented by Pascal Paillier in 1999, is a partial homomorphic
encryption scheme which allows one of these two types of computation:
•

addition of two ciphertexts

•

multiplication of a ciphertext by a plaintext number

Properties
In the Paillier cryptosystem, if the public key is the modulus n and the base g, then the
encryption of a message m is:
𝜺(𝒎) = (𝒈𝒎 𝒓𝒏 ) 𝒎𝒐𝒅 𝒏𝟐

(1)

Equation 1: Encryption message Paillie

For some random 𝑟 ∈ {0, 1,2, … . , 𝑛 − 1} the homomorphic property is then:
𝜺(𝒎𝟏 ). 𝜺(𝒎𝟐 ) = (𝒈𝒎𝟏 𝒓𝒏𝟏 )(𝒈𝒎𝟐 𝒓𝒏𝟐 ) 𝒎𝒐𝒅 𝒏𝟐
= 𝒈𝒎𝟏 %𝒎𝟐 (𝒓𝟏 𝒓𝟐 )𝒏 𝒎𝒐𝒅 𝒏𝟐 = 𝜺(𝒎𝟏 + 𝒎𝟐 )

(2)

Equation 2: Pailler homomorphic property

Public key encryption scheme

The basic public key encryption scheme has three stages:
1. Generate a public-private key pair.
2. Encrypt a number.
3. Decrypt a number.

Key generation
Key generation works as follows:
1. Pick two large prime numbers p and q, randomly and independently. Confirm:

𝐠𝐜𝐝<𝒑𝒒, (𝒑 − 𝟏)(𝒒 − 𝟏)@ = 𝟏
2. Compute:

Equation 3: Key generation step 1

𝒏 = 𝒑𝒒
3. Define function:

(3)

(4)

Equation 4: Key generation step 2

𝛌 = 𝒍𝒄𝒎(𝒑 − 𝟏, 𝒒 − 𝟏)
Equation 5: Key generation step 3
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(5)

4. Pick a random integer g: 𝑔 ∈ 𝑍!∗ ! .Calculate the modular multiplicative inverse:

𝛍 = 𝑳<𝒈𝛌 𝒎𝒐𝒅 𝒏𝟐 @ 𝒎𝒐𝒅 𝒏
Where:

(6)

Equation 6: Key generation step 4

𝐋(𝐱) =

𝒙−𝟏
𝒏

(7)

Equation 7: Key generation step 5

•

The public key is (n, g). Use this for encryption.

•

The private key is (λ, µ). Use this for decryption.

Encryption
Encryption can work for any m in the range 0 ≤ m < n :
•

Pick a random number r in the range 0 < r < n ∶

1. Compute ciphertext:

𝐜 =(𝒈𝒎 . 𝒓𝒏 ) 𝒎𝒐𝒅 𝒏𝟐
Decryption

(8)

Equation 8: Compute cipher text

Decryption presupposes a ciphertext created by the above encryption process, so
that c is in the range 0 < c < 𝑛' ∶
1. Compute the plaintext:

𝐦 = 𝑳<𝒄𝛌 𝒎𝒐𝒅 𝒏𝟐 @. 𝛍 𝒎𝒐𝒅 𝒏
Equation 9: Compute plain text
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(9)

Appendix 2. Pyfhel: Mathematical basics
Let P be the plaintext space, i.e., P = {0,1} which consists of input message tuple (m1, m2,
…mn). Let us represent the Boolean circuit by C and ordinary function notation as C(m1, m2,
…mn) to represent the evaluation of the circuit on the message tuple.
The general HE is described below:
• Gen(1λ, α) is the key generation algorithm that generates output keys triplets, i.e.,
secret key-pair (sk and pk) along with evaluation key (evk), where λ is security parameter
and α is auxiliary input: (sk, pk, evk) ← KeyGen($)
• Enc(pk, m) encrypts a message (m) with the public key (pk) and outputs a ciphertext (c ∈
C), c ← Encpk(m)
• Dec(sk, c) decrypts a ciphertexts with the secret key (sk) and recovers message (m) as
the output: m ← Decsk(c)
• Eval(evk, C, 𝑐# , 𝑐 $ , … , c ! ) produces evaluation output by taking evk key as input, a circuit
C ϵ C and tuple of input ciphertexts, i.e., 𝑐# , 𝑐 $ , … 𝑐 ! and previous evaluation results,
𝑐 ∗ ← Evalevk(evk, C, 𝑐# , 𝑐 $ , … , c ! )
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Appendix 3. SEAL: Mathematical basics
Microsoft SEAL is a fully homomorphic encryption library developed by the Cryptography and
Privacy Research group at Microsoft. Microsoft SEAL is written in C++ and is easy to compile
and run in many different environments.
Microsoft SEAL comes with two different homomorphic encryption schemes with very different
properties:
• The BFV scheme allows modular arithmetic to be performed on encrypted integers
(Cheon, Kim, & Yongsoo, 2007).
• The CKKS scheme allows additions and multiplications on encrypted real or
complex numbers, but yields only approximate results (Microsoft SEAL, 2021).
We began testing the basic functionalities in both BFV and CKKS schemes regarding the basic
arithmetic operations that SEAL provides.
The first step was to start by establishing the encryption parameters and choose the scheme.
For both schemes (BFV & CKKS), you have to choose what is called a polynomial modulus
degree with will determine the size we save for the prime numbers we’ll use to do the
encoding. We need a prime coefficient for each of the individual number we want to encode
in either scheme. We then create a SEAL context variable that holds these parameters.
The next step is to create both secret and public keys. What we refer to here as Ciphertexts
are the already encrypted numbers in either scheme.
Relinearization is an operation that reduces the size of a ciphertext after multiplication back
to its initial size. Then relinearizing one or both input ciphertexts before the next
multiplication can have a huge positive impact on both noise growth and performance, even
though relinearization has a significant computational cost itself. Relinearization requires
special relinearization keys, which can be thought of as a kind of public key. These are called
Relin keys used both in BFV and CKKS schemes.
When it comes to the BFV scheme, we can use the encrypt function that uses the public and
private keys generated before to perform the encoding. Compared to CKKS the procedure is
relative simpler. However, we can only use integer values with BFV.
Things are a bit more complicated with the CKKS scheme. Here we also need a CKKS encoder,
and we need to reserve the size of the vector of numbers we are going to work with. This
encoder will use a scale that’s calculated from the number of bits of precision we need before
the decimal point. When choosing the scale, we also need to take into consideration the
previous number of prime numbers we have in the coefficient modulus vector to reach scale
stabilization.
We can create specific Galois keys that can be used to apply specific Galois automorphisms on
encrypted data. The user needs to give as input a vector of Galois elements corresponding to
the keys that are to be created. The Galois elements are odd integers in the interval [1, M-1],
where M = 2*N, and N = poly_modulus_degree.
Most of the basic
integers and real
square functions,
use and what the

arithmetic operations were successfully tested for both number systems in
numbers respectively. However, when it came down to multiplication and
we faced some rescaling issues and calculating the right prime numbers to
scale number should be. The scale of any ciphertext must not get too close
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to the total size of coeff_modulus, or else the ciphertext simply runs out of room to store the
scaled-up plaintext.
We do know however that noise growth in multiplication functions is larger or equal to 17 bits.
Noise growth of multiply plain is roughly 16 (plain modulus bit size) plus 5.5 (half of log 2048).
This could happen in a very simple scenario in which we have two ciphertexts that maybe have
three polynomials due to a previous squaring operation. Homomorphic operations on large
ciphertexts consume much more noise budget than computations on small ciphertexts.
With the CKKS scheme, we also faced the problem of unstable behaviour regarding the
typecasting between integer and real numbers if the real numbers were too small.
Unfortunately, that’s an open issue with the library itself.

Challenges of SEAL
As extensive and complete this library is, it is also not trivial. A full understanding of the library
is needed to be able to use the functions in the order they need to be used to have a working
product. Although there are some examples available from Microsoft itself, they fall short into
explaining how the parameters are chosen.
Microsoft SEAL itself has a steep learning curve and requires the user to understand many
homomorphic encryption specific concepts, even though in the end the API is not too
complicated. Among the homomorphic encryption concepts needed we also find how the
different encryption schemes work as well and how SEAL has modified them. In SEAL’s manual
v2.3 (Cheon, Kim, & Yongsoo, 2007) regarding the BFV scheme we find that “In practice, some
operations in SEAL are done slightly differently, or in slightly more generality, than in textbookBFV. In this section we discuss these differences in detail.”
In applications such as adding up encrypted real numbers, evaluating machine learning models
on encrypted data, or computing distances of encrypted locations CKKS is going to be by far
the best choice. For applications where integers are necessary, the BFV scheme is the only
choice.
This means that beyond the realm of homomorphic encryption you should also be well-versed
in CKKS scheme, what it does and how it works to be able to know which functions to call upon
and in the order they need to be called. In the case of CKKS (Cheon, Kim, & Yongsoo, 2007),
the concept of rescaling is quite important since the encrypted data grows in size in every
operation done to it and there is a particular way to rescale it down to a workable size.
This along with the lack of documentation and larger examples beyond the header file for
Evaluator that holds the different math functions for both of the schemes make it more
challenging and time consuming to work a solution under this library.
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Appendix 4. SEAL: CryptoNets and Convolutional Neural Networks
The architecture followed by Cryptonet shares the common functions any other neural network
could. Some of these common functions are:
1. Weighted-Sum (convolution layer): Multiply the vector of values at the layer beneath it
by a vector of weights and sum the results. The weights are fixed during the inference
processes. This function is essentially a dot product of the weight vector and the vector
of values of the feeding layer.
2.

Max Pooling: compute the maximal value of some of the components of the feeding
layer.

3.

Mean Pooling: compute the average value of some of the components of the feeding
layer.

4.

Sigmoid: take the value of one of the nodes in the feeding layer and evaluate the
function:

5.

Rectified Linear: take the value of one of the nodes in the feeding layer and compute
the function:

Figure 7. ReLU Activation Function

However, because as we know from the information regarding Homomorphic Encryption, we can
only do additions and multiplications; only polynomial functions can be computed in a
straightforward way. The authors then decide to use low polynomial approximations in order to
reduce the computational complexity. The activation functions should be replaced by polynomial
activation functions and the max pooling replaced by scaled mean pooling. With this task in

mind, the way CryptoNets is constructed of the following network for training:

Figure 8. Breakdown of the time it takes to apply CryptoNets to the MNIST network

1.

Convolution Layer: The input image is 28 × 28. The convolution has windows, or kernels,
of size 5 × 5, a stride of (2, 2), and a mapcount of 5. The output of this layer is therefore
5 × 13 × 13.

2.

Square Activation Layer: This layer squares the value at each input node.
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3.

Scaled Mean Pool Layer: This layer has 1 × 3 × 3 windows, and again outputs a multiarray of dimension 5 × 13 × 13.

4.

Convolution Layer: This convolution has a kernel size of 1 × 5 × 5, a stride of (1, 2, 2),
and a mapcount of 10. The output layer is therefore 50 × 5 × 5.

5.

Scaled Mean Pool Layer: As with the first mean pool, the kernel size is 1×3×3, and the
output is 50×5×5.

6.

Fully Connected Layer: This layer fully connects the incoming 50 · 5 · 5 = 1250 nodes to
the outgoing 100 nodes, or equivalently, is multiplication by a 100 × 1250 matrix.

7.

Square Activation Layer: This layer squares the value at each input node.

8.

Fully Connected Layer: This layer fully connects the incoming 100 nodes to the outgoing
10 nodes, or equivalently, is multiplication by a 10 × 100 matrix.

9.

Sigmoid Activation Function: This layer applies the sigmoid function to each of the 10
incoming values.
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